Modern air forces worldwide are being subjected to tighter
budgets and spiralling cost in aircraft technology. Aging jet
trainer fleets and the high cost of modern fighter pilot training
systems are forcing Air Forces to make hard decisions regarding
operational capability. With more than a decade of accidentfree, advanced air combat training experience, Top Aces offers
air forces a highly-efficient and cost-effective Fighter Pilot Training solution using our fleet of exceptionally maintained and
modernized Alpha Jet and TA-4J aircraft. The Top Aces contracted fighter pilot training solution allows air forces to maximize
operational readiness, preserve valuable fleet life and postpone
major decisions on future aircraft.
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Our solution also provides a risk mitigating alternate training
solution and mitigates the risk of transition between training
platforms. Top Aces’ experience, uncompromising airworthiness,
safety, standards and discipline are the foundations to safe and
effective tactical fighter operations. Using high instructor-tostudent ratios, our Fighter Pilot Training solution is the first system of its kind in the world to train and prepare fighter pilots
with the utmost importance on safety, proficiency and costefficiency.
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Top Aces’ Alpha Jet NG
As a proven dual-engine, two-seat
Fighter Lead-in Trainer, Top Aces’
Alpha Jet NG has a modernized
digital cockpit featuring a Garmin
avionics suite. It provides your
students high subsonic training in
a safe and proven platform.
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Modern air forces worldwide are being subjected to tighter
budgets and spiralling cost in aircraft technology. Aging jet
trainer fleets and the high cost of modern fighter pilot training
systems are forcing Air Forces to make hard decisions regarding
operational capability. With more than a decade of accidentfree, advanced air combat training experience, Top Aces offers
air forces a highly-efficient and cost-effective Fighter Pilot Training solution using our fleet of exceptionally maintained and
modernized Alpha Jet and TA-4J aircraft. The Top Aces contracted fighter pilot training solution allows air forces to maximize
operational readiness, preserve valuable fleet life and postpone
major decisions on future aircraft.
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Our solution also provides a risk mitigating alternate training
solution and mitigates the risk of transition between training
platforms. Top Aces’ experience, uncompromising airworthiness,
safety, standards and discipline are the foundations to safe and
effective tactical fighter operations. Using high instructor-tostudent ratios, our Fighter Pilot Training solution is the first system of its kind in the world to train and prepare fighter pilots
with the utmost importance on safety, proficiency and costefficiency.
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Top Aces’ TA-4J
As a proven, long-serving advanced
jet trainer, Top Aces’ TA-4J Skyhawk
features a modernized digital cockpit featuring a Garmin avionics
suite, advanced HUD for situational
awareness and upgraded ejection
seats for enhanced safety.
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